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The Unbound Empire
A modern-day classic. This highly acclaimed adventure series about two friends
desperate to save their doomed city has captivated kids and teachers alike for
almost fifteen years and has sold over 3.5 MILLION copies! The city of Ember was
built as a last refuge for the human race. Two hundred years later, the great lamps
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that light the city are beginning to flicker. When Lina finds part of an ancient
message, she’s sure it holds a secret that will save the city. She and her friend
Doon must race to figure out the clues before the lights go out on Ember forever!
Nominated to 28 State Award Lists! An American Library Association Notable
Children’s Book A New York Public Library 100 Titles for Reading and Sharing
Selection A Kirkus Reviews Editors’ Choice A Child Magazine Best Children’s Book A
Mark Twain Award Winner A William Allen White Children’s Book Award Winner “A
realistic post-apocalyptic world. DuPrau’s book leaves Doon and Lina on the verge
of undiscovered country and readers wanting more.” —USA Today “An electric
debut.” —Publishers Weekly, Starred “While Ember is colorless and dark, the book
itself is rich with description.” —VOYA, Starred “A harrowing journey into the
unknown, and cryptic messages for readers to decipher.” —Kirkus Reviews, Starred

The Defiant Breed
War. Fire. Destruction. Xhea believed that the Lower City had weathered the worst
of its troubles—that their only remaining fight would be the struggle to rebuild
before winter. She was wrong. Now her home is under attack from an unexpected
source. The Central Spire, the City’s greatest power, is intent on destroying the
heart of the magical entity that resides beneath the Lower City’s streets. The
people on the ground have three days to evacuate—or else. With nowhere to go
and time running out, Xhea and the Radiant ghost Shai attempt to rally a defense.
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Yet with the Spire’s wrath upon them, nothing—not their combined magic, nor their
unexpected allies—may be strong enough to protect them from the power of the
City. From Nebula Award–nominated author Karina Sumner-Smith, Towers Fall is a
fantastic climax to this amazing and thought-provoking trilogy. Skyhorse
Publishing, under our Night Shade and Talos imprints, is proud to publish a broad
range of titles for readers interested in science fiction (space opera, time travel,
hard SF, alien invasion, near-future dystopia), fantasy (grimdark, sword and
sorcery, contemporary urban fantasy, steampunk, alternative history), and horror
(zombies, vampires, and the occult and supernatural), and much more. While not
every title we publish becomes a New York Times bestseller, a national bestseller,
or a Hugo or Nebula award-winner, we are committed to publishing quality books
from a diverse group of authors.

The Every-day Book of Modern Literature a Series of Short
Readings from the Best Authors Compiled and Edited by the
Late George H. Townsend
New York Times bestselling author Meghan March continues the utterly addictive
Legend Trilogy in House of Scarlett. Gabriel Legend is unlike any other man I’ve
ever met. He came into my life like a hurricane, shattering all my assumptions and
preconceived notions. I wasn’t prepared for him. I wasn’t prepared for any of it. But
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life doesn’t wait until you’re ready. Whatever happens next, I know one thing for
certain. I will never be the same Scarlett I was before I met him. House of Scarlett
is the second book in the Legend Trilogy and should be read after The Fall of
Legend, book one in the utterly addictive Legend Trilogy.

Zombie, Indiana
Unlucky in love, Maddie St. Clair hides behind an antique store and her mudlarking
hobby. That is until she finds a medieval ring that throws her back to 1102
Cumberland and into the life of Lady Madeline Vincent, heiress to Norman lands
and about to be married to an autocratic Baron, William Dowell, nine hundred
years her senior. Lord William Dowell protects his own. Usually, from his closest
neighbor and long standing foe the Baron of Aimecourt. Forced to marry his dead
enemy's daughter, Lady Madeline, by King's decree, he hides his growing respect
for his wife behind a wanton mistress. Yet when Madeline's life is threatened,
William's loyalty to his kin is tested by the astonishing desire that flares between
them. Not to mention the love that Madeline ignites that would last an eternity. If
fate will allow . . .

Murder on the Eiffel Tower
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Award-winning author Juliet Marillier’s “lavishly detailed”* Blackthorn & Grim series
continues as a mysterious creature holds an enchanted and imperiled ancient
Ireland in thrall. Disillusioned healer Blackthorn and her companion, Grim, have
settled in Dalriada to wait out the seven years of Blackthorn’s bond to her fey
mentor, hoping to avoid any dire challenges. But trouble has a way of seeking out
Blackthorn and Grim. Lady Geiléis, a noblewoman from the northern border, has
asked for the prince of Dalriada’s help in expelling a howling creature from an old
tower on her land—one surrounded by an impenetrable hedge of thorns. Casting a
blight over the entire district, and impossible to drive out by ordinary means, it
threatens both the safety and the sanity of all who live nearby. With no ready
solutions to offer, the prince consults Blackthorn and Grim. As Blackthorn and Grim
begin to put the pieces of this puzzle together, it’s apparent that a powerful
adversary is working behind the scenes. Their quest is about to become a life and
death struggle—a conflict in which even the closest of friends can find themselves
on opposite sides. *Publishers Weekly

House of Scarlett
From New York Times bestselling author Meghan March comes a new deliciously
dangerous alpha hero in The Fall of Legend, the first book in the brand new and
utterly addictive Legend trilogy. We come from two different worlds. I’m from the
streets. She might as well live in an ivory tower. I made my living with my fists. I
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doubt she could even throw a punch. Our paths never should have crossed. We
never should have met. That doesn’t change the facts. I would sell my soul to taste
those red lips. Fight the devil himself to hear her laugh. Burn in hell to have a
single night. Scarlett Priest shouldn’t even know men like me exist, but sometimes
temptation is stronger than will. If this is how I go down, it’ll be worth every second
of the fall. The Fall of Legend is the first book in the Legend Trilogy.

The Cruel Stars
One woman will either save an entire continent or completely destroy it in a
captivating epic fantasy bursting with intrigue and ambition, questioned loyalties,
and broken magic. 'Guard the tower, ward the stone. Find your answers writ in
bone. Keep your trust through wits or war--nothing must unseal the door.' Deep
within Gloamingard Castle lies a black tower. Sealed by magic, it guards a
dangerous secret that has been contained for thousands of years. As Warden,
Ryxander knows the warning passed down through generations: nothing must
unreal the Door. But one impetuous decision will leave her with blood on her
hands--and unleash a threat that could doom the world to fall to darkness. Praise
for Melissa Caruso: 'A must-read for lovers of high fantasy' C. L. Polk, author of
World Fantasy Award-winner Witchmark 'I think [Caruso] is sublimely talented . . .
A phenomenally well-written, engrossing political fantasy series' Fantasy Book
Review 'Caruso's world-building is brilliant and complex' Library Journal 'A dashing,
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compelling and exciting story, blending magic, assassination, conspiracy and
diplomacy . . . I'll make no bones about it, I loved this book' Blue Book Balloon on
The Defiant Heir

A Complicated Kindness
Sixteen-year-old Nomi Nickel longs to hang out with Lou Reed and Marianne
Faithfull in New York City’s East Village. Instead she’s trapped in East Village,
Manitoba, a small town whose population is Mennonite: “the most embarrassing
sub-sect of people to belong to if you’re a teenager.” East Village is a town with no
train and no bar whose job prospects consist of slaughtering chickens at the Happy
Family Farms abattoir or churning butter for tourists at the pioneer village.
Ministered with an iron fist by Nomi’s uncle Hans, a.k.a. The Mouth of Darkness,
East Village is a town that’s tall on rules and short on fun: no dancing, drinking,
rock ’n’ roll, recreational sex, swimming, make-up, jewellery, playing pool, going to
cities or staying up past nine o’clock. As the novel begins, Nomi struggles to cope
with the back-to-back departures three years earlier of Tash, her beautiful and
mouthy sister, and Trudie, her warm and spirited mother. She lives with her father,
Ray, a sweet yet hapless schoolteacher whose love is unconditional but whose
parenting skills amount to benign neglect. Father and daughter deal with their
losses in very different ways. Ray, a committed elder of the church, seeks to create
an artificial sense of order by reorganizing the city dump late at night. Nomi
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favours chaos as she tries to blunt her pain through “drugs and imagination.”
Together they live in a limbo of unanswered questions. Nomi’s first person
narrative shifts effortlessly between the present and the past. Throughout, in a
voice both defiant and vulnerable, she offers hilarious and heartbreaking
reflections on life, death, family, faith and love. Winner of the Governor General’s
Literary Award and a Giller Prize finalist, A Complicated Kindness earned both
critical acclaim and a long and steady position on our national bestseller lists.

Star Carrier
The adventures of Li-lin, a Daoist priestess with the unique ability to see the spirit
world, continue in the thrilling follow-up to the critically-acclaimed historical urban
fantasy The Girl with Ghost Eyes. It’s the end of the Nineteenth Century. San
Francisco’s cobblestone streets are haunted, but Chinatown has an unlikely
protector in a young Daoist priestess named Li-lin. Using only her martial arts
training, spiritual magic, a sword made from peachwood, and the walking, talking
spirit of a human eye, Li-lin stands alone to defend her immigrant community from
supernatural threats. But when the body of a young girl is brought to the
deadhouse Li-lin oversees for a local group of gangsters, she faces her most
bewildering—and potentially dangerous—assignment yet. The nine-year-old has
died from suffocation . . . specifically by flowers growing out of her nose and
mouth. Li-lin suspects Gong Tau, a dirty and primitive form of dark magic. But who
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is behind the spell, and why, will take her on a perilous journey deep into a
dangerous world of ghosts and spirits. With hard historical realism and
meticulously researched depictions of Chinese monsters and magic that have
never been written about in the English language, The Girl with No Face draws
from the action-packed cinema of Hong Kong to create a compelling and
unforgettable tale of historical fantasy and Chinese lore.

Pinnacle City
A brave mouse attempts to rebuild a fallen empire in this second book of the epic
animal adventure series set in the subway tunnels of Brooklyn, for “fans of Erin
Hunter, Brian Jaques, and Kathryn Lasky” (School Library Journal). The battle to
free Titus’s camps is over, and Hopper, Zucker, Firren, and their loyal followers are
working to rebuild. But the tunnels are in a state of chaos, and without the sinister
peace accord to protect the rodents, Queen Felina and her growing army of ferals
is a greater threat than ever before. In the Mūs Village, Pinkie has led a coup and is
now ruling with an iron paw. And Pup has become cold and defiant, a change that
Hopper never saw coming. When exterminators raid the tunnels, Hopper is
snatched away by the intruders and taken back up to the daylight world where he
was born. Upland, Hopper makes new allies, and as he enjoys the sights and
sounds of Brooklyn, he wonders if he will ever make it back into the tunnels to
restore safety and prosperity, as foretold by La Rocha’s prophecy. But why should
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Hopper fulfill a destiny he never wanted in the first place? Learn more at
Mouseheart.com!

The Defiant Heir
Xhea has no magic. Born without the power that everyone else takes for granted,
Xhea is an outcast—no way to earn a living, buy food, or change the life that fate
has dealt her. Yet she has a unique talent: the ability to see ghosts and the tethers
that bind them to the living world, which she uses to scratch out a bare existence
in the ruins beneath the City’s floating Towers. When a rich City man comes to her
with a young woman’s ghost tethered to his chest, Xhea has no idea that this ghost
will change everything. The ghost, Shai, is a Radiant, a rare person who generates
so much power that the Towers use it to fuel their magic, heedless of the pain such
use causes. Shai’s home Tower is desperate to get the ghost back and force her
into a body—any body—so that it can regain its position, while the Tower’s rivals
seek the ghost to use her magic for their own ends. Caught between a multitude of
enemies and desperate to save Shai, Xhea thinks herself powerless—until a
strange magic wakes within her. Magic dark and slow, like rising smoke, like
seeping oil. A magic whose very touch brings death. With two extremely strong
female protagonists, Radiant is a story of fighting for what you believe in and
finding strength that you never thought you had. Skyhorse Publishing, under our
Night Shade and Talos imprints, is proud to publish a broad range of titles for
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readers interested in science fiction (space opera, time travel, hard SF, alien
invasion, near-future dystopia), fantasy (grimdark, sword and sorcery,
contemporary urban fantasy, steampunk, alternative history), and horror (zombies,
vampires, and the occult and supernatural), and much more. While not every title
we publish becomes a New York Times bestseller, a national bestseller, or a Hugo
or Nebula award-winner, we are committed to publishing quality books from a
diverse group of authors.

The Girl with No Face
The Drake family family has known more than its share of tragedy at sea. After the
devastating and mysterious loss of their patriarch, Bryan, to a strange storm, his
grieving wife and children sail to his last known location to lay a wreath in his
honor. They are caught in a storm freakishly similar to the one that took Bryan
from them. A funeral becomes a joyous reunion, as they find him alive and well but
equally stranded on the mysterious island of Avalon, where the descendents of
King Arthur rule a world filled with knights, elves, dwarves and magic! Lord Bryan
MoonDrake—as he is now known—has attained the rank of the Gil-Gamesh,
protector of the realm. He helps his wife and two of his children build new lives in a
medieval society. His daughter Ashley has returned to Avalon with wonderful news.
Bryan sees an opportunity to bring his family back together at last, so they plan a
grand Avalonian wedding for Ashley and her true love, Andrew. But all is not well in
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the kingdom. Dark forces arise to fulfill a prophecy to resurrect Morgana le Fay, the
most powerful sorceress in the history of Avalon. If successful, she will unleash the
Dark Tides to destroy the line of Pendragon once and for all. To save his family, his
new home, and his king, can the Gil-Gamesh overcome incredible odds and powers
beyond his comprehension to rid Avalon of Morgana’s evil forever?

Towers Fall
Fear of magic may spark the next world war in the new fantasy series from
Stephen Aryan, set in the same world as Battlemage. Habreel believes eradicating
magic is the only way to ensure lasting peace. He will do anything to achieve his
goal, even if it means murdering every child born with magical ability. As a series
of mysterious deaths place the seat of magical learning under suspicion, two
students and one lawbringer must do everything they can to combat Habreel and
his followers, before magic disappears from the world for good. The Age of
DreadMageborn For more from Stephen Aryan, check out: Age of
DarknessBattlemageBloodmageChaosmage

The Tethered Mage
In the third book of his Zombie series, Scott Kenemore brings the explosive horror
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thriller of an undead outbreak in the city of Indianapolis. Zombie, Indiana takes
place during the same timeline as the outbreaks in his books Zombie, Ohio and
Zombie, Illinois, and has the same punch as the previous two. Zombie, Indiana
explores the impact of an invading zombie horde on a trio of Hoosier protagonists .
. . each of whom have some dark secrets to keep. When the governor’s daughter
mysteriously disappears on a field trip, IMPD Special Sergeant James Nolan,
scholarship student Kesha Washington, and Governor Hank Burleson must all come
together not only to find the governor’s daughter, but also to undertake a quest to
redeem the very soul of the state itself . . . all while under constant attack from the
living dead. With humorous, memorable characters, tense action sequences, and
brutal zombie violence, Zombie, Indiana will put readers in mind of some of the
most compelling works of popular fiction. At once a mystery, a thriller, and a horror
novel, Kenemore strikes again with this rollicking tour through America’s heartland
that is nothing but a tour de force for zombie fiction fans! Skyhorse Publishing,
under our Night Shade and Talos imprints, is proud to publish a broad range of
titles for readers interested in science fiction (space opera, time travel, hard SF,
alien invasion, near-future dystopia), fantasy (grimdark, sword and sorcery,
contemporary urban fantasy, steampunk, alternative history), and horror (zombies,
vampires, and the occult and supernatural), and much more. While not every title
we publish becomes a New York Times bestseller, a national bestseller, or a Hugo
or Nebula award-winner, we are committed to publishing quality books from a
diverse group of authors.
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Guide to Literary Agents 2016
"Leake weaves together a beautifully rendered historical setting, magic and
romance in this stunning debut." —Elizabeth May, author of The Falconer Amid the
sumptuous backdrop of the London season in 1905, headstrong Katherine Sinclair
must join the ranks of debutantes vying for suitors. Unfortunately for Katherine,
she cannot imagine anything more loathsome—or dangerous. To help ease her
entrance into society, Katherine’s family has elicited the assistance of the Earl of
Thornewood, a friend and London’s most eligible bachelor, to be her constant
companion at the endless fetes and balls. But upon her arrival in London, Katherine
realizes there will be more to this season than just white gowns and husband
hunting. Through her late mother’s enchanted diary, Katherine receives warning to
keep hidden her otherworldly ability to perform arcana, a magic fueled by the
power of the sun. Any misstep could mean ruin—and not just for her family name.
The Order of the Eternal Sun is everywhere—hunting for those like her, able to
feed on arcana with only a touch of the hand. But society intrigue can be just as
perilous as the Order. The machinations of the fashionable elite are a constant
threat, and those who covet Katherine’s arcana, seeking the power of her
birthright, could be hiding behind the facade of every suitor—even the darkly
handsome Earl of Thornewood. With so much danger and suspicion, can she give
her heart to the one who captivates her, or is he just another after her power?
Skyhorse Publishing, under our Night Shade and Talos imprints, is proud to publish
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a broad range of titles for readers interested in science fiction (space opera, time
travel, hard SF, alien invasion, near-future dystopia), fantasy (grimdark, sword and
sorcery, contemporary urban fantasy, steampunk, alternative history), and horror
(zombies, vampires, and the occult and supernatural), and much more. While not
every title we publish becomes a New York Times bestseller, a national bestseller,
or a Hugo or Nebula award-winner, we are committed to publishing quality books
from a diverse group of authors.

Israel's watchman (and prophetic expositor) [afterw.] The
prophetic news and Israel's watchman, ed. by A. Edersheim.
[1st]-7th year
The second adventure in the Bartimaeus trilogy finds our young apprentice
magician Nathaniel working his way up the ranks of the government, when crisis
hits. A seemingly invulnerable clay golem is making random attacks on London.
Nathaniel and the all-powerful, totally irreverent djinni, Bartimaeus, must travel to
Prague to discover the source of the golem's power. In the ensuing chaos, readers
will chase a dancing skeleton across London's skyline, encounter the horror of the
dreaded Night Police, witness a daring kidnapping, and enter the Machiavellian
world of the magician's government. Eventually, Nathaniel and Bartimaeus have to
go head to head with the fearsome golem before the surprise identity of his master
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is finally revealed.

The Bartimaeus Trilogy, Book Two: Golem's Eye
A spellbinding fantasy trilogy for fans of The Queen of the Tearlingand The Red
Queen, where the political scion Amalia and her bound fire warlock Zaira undertake
diplomacy and espionage to prevent a war. Across the border, the Witch Lords of
Vaskandar are preparing for war. But before an invasion can begin, the seventeen
Witch Lords must convene at a rare gathering to decide a course of action. Lady
Amalia Cornaro knows that this Conclave might be her only chance to smother the
growing flames of war, and she is prepared to make any sacrifice if it means saving
Raverra from destruction. Amalia and her bound fire warlock, Zaira, must go
behind enemy lines, using every ounce of wit and cunning they have, to sway
Vaskandar from war. If they fail, it will all come down to swords and fire.
"Charming, intelligent, fast-moving, beautifully atmospheric. I couldn't put it
down." - Genevieve Cogman, author of The Invisible Library "The best kind of
fantasy." - Rosalyn Eves, author of Blood Rose Rebellion The Defiant Heir is the
second novel in a spellbinding new fantasy series. Swords and FireThe Tethered
MageThe Defiant Heir

The City of Ember
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A maiden of Ireland enslaved . . . Seized during a brutal attack on her homeland,
Ailinn vows to remain forever defiant against her Norse captors, no matter the
future that awaits her—or the handsome Dane with snow-bright hair who suddenly
appears in her life. A shining warrior of the North . . . When Lyting Atlison
encounters the autumn-fire beauty in shackles, he vows to free her. Discovering
the fate his kinsmen intend for the maid, he undertakes a private mission in order
to join the fleet that will bear her to distant lands. Now as the Norse host sets sail
for the lands of the Rus and the glittering courts of Byzantium, untold perils await .
. . as does a journey of passion and discovery . . . and a love no chains can bind.

Hopper's Destiny
It is May 1560. As sinister storm clouds gather overhead, twenty-six-year-old
Queen Elizabeth dispatches William Cecil, her most trusted adviser, to Scotland for
crucial negotiations. Handsome, ambitious Lord Robert Dudley is at her side. But
their leisurely midsummer idyll is cut short when the court’s master lutenist
plunges to his death from a parapet beneath the queen’s window. The loyal
retainers of Elizabeth’s privy council do not accept the official verdict of accidental
death. Their fears are borne out when another tragedy rocks the realm, and points
the way to a conspiracy to bring down Elizabeth and seize the throne. As ill winds
of treachery swirl around the court, and suspicion falls on those within Elizabeth’s
intimate circle, a vengeful enemy slips from the shadowsa traitorous usurper who
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would be sovereign. With The Twylight Tower, Karen Harper brings a legendary era
to life, drawing us into an intoxicating world of majesty and mayhem, political
intrigue and adventurewhere danger is everywhereand where a young queen
journeys to greatness in the long shadow of her bloodstained past. From the
Paperback edition.

Arcana
The incredible true story of one man’s escape from Nazis in Norway. “I remember
reading We Die Alone in 1970 and I could never forget it. Then when we went to
Norway to do a docudrama, people told us again and again that certain parts were
pure fiction. Since I was a Norwegian that was not good enough; I had to find the
truth. I sincerely believe we did,” writes author Astrid Karlsen Scott. Defiant
Courage is the true story of what Jan Baalsrud endured as he tried to escape from
the Gestapo in Norway’s Troms District. In late March 1943, in the midst of WWII,
four Norwegian saboteurs arrived in northern Norway on a fishing cutter and set
anchor in Toftefjord to establish a base for their operations. However, they were
betrayed, and a German boat attacked the cutter, creating a battlefield and
spiraling Jan Baalsrud into the adventure of his life. The only survivor, a wounded
Baalsrud begins a perilous journey to freedom, swimming icy fjords, climbing snowcovered peaks, enduring snowstorms, and getting caught in a monstrous
avalanche. More than sixty people of the Troms District risk their lives to help
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Baalsrud, suffering from snow blindness and frostbite, to freedom. Meticulously
researched for more than five years, Karlsen Scott and Haug bring forth the truth
behind this captivating, edge-of-your-seat, real-life survival story. Skyhorse
Publishing, along with our Arcade, Good Books, Sports Publishing, and Yucca
imprints, is proud to publish a broad range of biographies, autobiographies, and
memoirs. Our list includes biographies on well-known historical figures like
Benjamin Franklin, Nelson Mandela, and Alexander Graham Bell, as well as villains
from history, such as Heinrich Himmler, John Wayne Gacy, and O. J. Simpson. We
have also published survivor stories of World War II, memoirs about overcoming
adversity, first-hand tales of adventure, and much more. While not every title we
publish becomes a New York Times bestseller or a national bestseller, we are
committed to books on subjects that are sometimes overlooked and to authors
whose work might not otherwise find a home.

Mageborn
A NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER! From Brandon Sanderson, the #1 New York
Times bestselling author of the Reckoners series, Words of Radiance, and the
internationally bestselling Mistborn series, comes the first book in an epic new
series about a girl who dreams of becoming a pilot in a dangerous world at war for
humanity's future. Spensa's world has been under attack for decades. Now pilots
are the heroes of what's left of the human race, and becoming one has always
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been Spensa's dream. Since she was a little girl, she has imagined soaring skyward
and proving her bravery. But her fate is intertwined with her father's--a pilot
himself who was killed years ago when he abruptly deserted his team, leaving
Spensa's chances of attending flight school at slim to none. No one will let Spensa
forget what her father did, yet fate works in mysterious ways. Flight school might
be a long shot, but she is determined to fly. And an accidental discovery in a longforgotten cavern might just provide her with a way to claim the stars. Praise for
Skyward: A Kirkus Reviews Best Book of the Year "Startling revelations and stakesraising implicationsSanderson plainly had a ball with this nonstop, highflying
opener, and readers will too."--Kirkus Reviews, Starred Review "With this actionpacked trilogy opener, Sanderson offers up a resourceful, fearless heroine and a
memorable cast[and] as the pulse-pounding story intensifies and reveals its
secrets, a cliffhanger ending sets things up for the next installment."--Publishers
Weekly, Starred Review "It is impossible to turn the pages fast enough."--Booklist
"Sanderson delivers a cinematic adventure that explores the defining aspects of
the individual versus the society[and] fans of [his] will not be disappointed."--SLJ
Praise for Brandon Sanderson's Reckoners series: #1 New York Times Bestselling
Series "Another win for Sanderson . . . he's simply a brilliant writer.
Period."--Patrick Rothfuss, author of the New York Times and USA Today bestseller
The Name of the Wind "Action-packed."--EW "Compelling. . . . Sanderson uses plot
twists that he teases enough for readers to pick up on to distract from the more
dramatic reveals he has in store."--AV Club
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The Fall of Legend
The Tea Rose is a towering old-fashioned story, imbued with a modern sensibility,
of a family's destruction, of murder and revenge, of love lost and won again, and of
one determined woman's quest to survive and triumph. East London, 1888-a city
apart. A place of shadow and light where thieves, whores, and dreamers mingle,
where children play in the cobbled streets by day and a killer stalks at night, where
bright hopes meet the darkest truths. Here, by the whispering waters of the
Thames, a bright and defiant young woman dares to dream of a life beyond
tumbledown wharves, gaslit alleys, and the grim and crumbling dwellings of the
poor. Fiona Finnegan, a worker in a tea factory, hopes to own a shop one day,
together with her lifelong love, Joe Bristow, a costermonger's son. With nothing but
their faith in each other to spur them on, Fiona and Joe struggle, save, and sacrifice
to achieve their dreams. But Fiona's dreams are shattered when the actions of a
dark and brutal man take from her nearly everything-and everyone-she holds dear.
Fearing her own death at the dark man's hands, she is forced to flee London for
New York. There, her indomitable spirit-and the ghosts of her past-propel her rise
from a modest west side shopfront to the top of Manhattan's tea trade. Authentic
and moving, Jennifer Donnelly's The Tea Rose is an unforgettable novel.

How to Love Your Elf
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Essun's missing daughter grows more powerful every day, and her choices may
destroy the world in this "magnificent" Hugo Award winner and NYT Notable Book.
(NPR) The season of endings grows darker, as civilization fades into the long cold
night. Essun -- once Damaya, once Syenite, now avenger -- has found shelter, but
not her daughter. Instead there is Alabaster Tenring, destroyer of the world, with a
request. But if Essun does what he asks, it would seal the fate of the Stillness
forever. Far away, her daughter Nassun is growing in power -- and her choices will
break the world. N. K. Jemisin's award winning trilogy continues in the sequel to
The Fifth Season. For more from N. K. Jemisin, check out: The Inheritance Trilogy
The Hundred Thousand Kingdoms The Broken Kingdoms The Kingdom of Gods The
Inheritance Trilogy (omnibus edition) Shades in Shadow: An Inheritance Triptych (eonly short fiction) The Awakened Kingdom (e-only novella) Dreamblood Duology
The Killing Moon The Shadowed Sun The Broken Earth The Fifth SeasonThe Obelisk
GateThe Stone Sky

The Dark Tides
Pinnacle City is many things to many people. To some it is a glittering metropolis, a
symbol of prosperity watched over by the all-star superhero team, the Pinnacle
City Guardians. Beyond the glitz and glamour, there is another city, one still feeling
the physical and economic damage of the superhero-villain battles of generations
past. The lower class, immigrants, criminals, aliens, sorcerers, and non-humans
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alike call this city home, looking to make a living, which is becoming increasingly
difficult as the two sides of the city seem prepared to boil over into a violent
conflict. Private investigator Eddie Enriquez, born with the ability to read the
histories of objects by touch, still bears the scars of his time as a youthful minion
for a low-level supervillain, followed by stints in prison and the military. Though
now trying to live a straight-and-narrow life, he supports a drinking problem and
painkiller addiction by using his powers to track down insurance cheats. When a
mysterious woman enters his office asking him to investigate the death of
prominent non-human rights activist Quentin Julian, a crime the police and heroes
are ignoring, he takes the case in the hopes of doing something good. Superhero
Kimberly Kline has just hit it big, graduating from her team of young heroes to the
Pinnacle City Guardians with the new codename of Solar Flare. With good looks,
powers that include flight, energy manipulation, superhuman strength, durability,
and speed, as well as a good family name, the sky is the limit for her. Upbeat,
optimistic, and perhaps a little naïve from the upper-crust life she was raised in,
she hopes to make her family, and the world, proud by being the greatest
superhero she can be . . . but things aren't always as they seem. From the minds of
Matt Carter and Fiona J. R. Titchenell, Pinnacle City is a pulpy, throwback noir of
yesteryear, where two unlikely people from opposite sides of the track must team
up to do good in a world full of so much bad.

Towers Fall
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Defiant Surrender
In a dark future, when North America has split into two warring nations, fifteenyear-olds Day, a famous criminal, and prodigy June, the brilliant soldier hired to
capture him, discover that they have a common enemy.

The Twylight Tower
One of the best-known experimental novels of the 1960s, Beautiful Losers is
Leonard Cohen’ s most defiant and uninhibited work. As imagined by Cohen, hell is
an apartment in Montreal, where a bereaved and lust-tormented narrator
reconstructs his relations with the dead. In that hell two men and a woman twine
impossibly and betray one another again and again. Memory blurs into
blasphemous sexual fantasy--and redemption takes the form of an Iroquois saint
and virgin who has been dead for 300 years but still has the power to save even
the most degraded of her suitors. First published in 1966, Beautiful Losers
demonstrates that its author is not only a superb songwriter but also a novelist of
visionary power. Funny, harrowing, and fiercely moving, it is a classic erotic
tragedy, incandescent in its prose and exhilarating for its risky union of sexuality
and faith.
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Tower of Thorns
"The Harbinger opens with the appearance of a man burdened with a message he
has received from a mysterious figure called The Prophet. The Prophet has given
him nine seals, each containing a message about America's future As the story
unfolds, each revelation becomes a piece in a greater puzzle -- the ramifications of
which will even alter the course of world history."--Publisher's website.

Legend
Skyward
The brand-new, shiny Eiffel Tower is the pride and glory of the 1889 World
Exposition. But one sunny afternoon, as visitors are crowding the viewing
platforms, a woman collapses and dies on this great Paris landmark. Can a bee
sting really be the cause of death? Or is there a more sinister explanation? Enter
young bookseller Victor Legris. Present on the tower at the time of the incident,
and appalled by the media coverage of the occurrence, he is determined to find
out what actually happened. In this dazzling evocation of late nineteenth-century
Paris, we follow Victor as his investigation takes him all over the city and he
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suspects an ever-changing list of possible perpetrators. Could mysterious Kenji
Mori, his surrogate father and business partner at the bookstore Legris operates,
be involved in the crime? Why are beautiful Russian illustrator Tasha and her
colleagues at the newly launched sensationalist newspaper Passepartout always
up-to-date in their reporting? And what will Legris do when the deaths begin to
multiply and he is caught in a race against time? Murder on the Eiffel Tower is
painstakingly researched, an effortless evocation of the glorious City of Light, and
an exciting opening to a promising series of eight books featuring Victor Legris.

Beautiful Losers
Raised in isolation on the magic-shrouded Isle of the Moon, five girls became five
sisters. Now women, they are ready to claim their places in the world—and
perhaps change it forever . . . FLAME AND FORTUNE Sorcha knew the mission was
dangerous. Leaving the safe grounds of her brother’s kingdom and parlaying with
the elves across their border . . . well, treachery seemed at least as likely as true
peace. But to support her sister, Sorcha would brave far more than the
underhanded ways of the elves. Or so she thought, before she was taken hostage.
Of course, her captors didn’t count on her particular abilities—or on the help of the
Woodsman, the mysterious thief who made his home in the forest. He saw the
battle from the trees, saw the soldier attacking against incredible odds to save a
comrade—and then saw the valiant fighter revealed as Princess Sorcha of
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Norveshka. He can’t tell if he wants to kidnap her or kiss her. But despite Sorcha’s
stubbornness, his inconvenient honor, and a rebellion on the cusp of full war,
something burns between them that neither can let go . . .

The Harbinger
Earth builds her first war fleet! The greatest warships ever constructed in known
space rise up one by one, soon dominating our skies. They strike fear into the
hearts of every citizen and rebel colonist alike. Captain William Sparhawk, the very
man who convinced the secretive Council to build this terrifying fleet, now has
doubts about the project. What is their exact mission? How could anyone have built
these huge ships so quickly? And most puzzling of all, what's happening out at the
isolated laboratory complex on Phobos, Mars' lop-sided moon?Learn the stunning
truth in STAR CARRIER, the final book of the Lost Colonies Trilogy. STAR CARRIER is
a novel of military science fiction by bestselling author B. V. Larson.

The Tea Rose
War. Fire. Destruction. Xhea believed that the Lower City had weathered the worst
of its troubles—that their only remaining fight would be the struggle to rebuild
before winter. She was wrong. Now her home is under attack from an unexpected
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source. The Central Spire, the City’s greatest power, is intent on destroying the
heart of the magical entity that resides beneath the Lower City’s streets. The
people on the ground have three days to evacuate—or else. With nowhere to go
and time running out, Xhea and the Radiant ghost Shai attempt to rally a defense.
Yet with the Spire’s wrath upon them, nothing—not their combined magic, nor their
unexpected allies—may be strong enough to protect them from the power of the
City. From Nebula Award–nominated author Karina Sumner-Smith, Towers Fall is a
fantastic climax to this amazing and thought-provoking trilogy. Skyhorse
Publishing, under our Night Shade and Talos imprints, is proud to publish a broad
range of titles for readers interested in science fiction (space opera, time travel,
hard SF, alien invasion, near-future dystopia), fantasy (grimdark, sword and
sorcery, contemporary urban fantasy, steampunk, alternative history), and horror
(zombies, vampires, and the occult and supernatural), and much more. While not
every title we publish becomes a New York Times bestseller, a national bestseller,
or a Hugo or Nebula award-winner, we are committed to publishing quality books
from a diverse group of authors.

Radiant
In this epic sci-fi adventure for fans of The Expanse and Battlestar Galactica, five
intrepid heroes must unite to save civilization after a long-dormant enemy
awakens and strikes a devastating blow “This jarring, engrossing story of a speciesPage 28/36
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wide fight for survival is recommended for all science fiction readers.”—Publishers
Weekly (starred review) The galaxy was once terrorized by the Sturm, a group of
“species purists” intent on destroying any human with genetic or cybernetic
enhancements. Fashioning themselves as the one true “Human Republic,” the
Sturm cut a bloody swath across the stars, killing billions before finally being
defeated and driven into the far reaches of Dark Space. Centuries of peace bred
complacency. Everyone believed the Sturm had died out in the Dark. They were
wrong. The enemy has returned and, with a brutal and decisive attack, knocks out
almost all of humanity’s defenses. Now on the brink of annihilation, humankind’s
only hope is a few brave souls who survived the initial attack: Commander Lucinda
Hardy, thrust into uncertain command of the Royal Armadalen Navy’s only
surviving warship. Booker3, a soldier of Earth, sentenced to die for treason, whose
time on death row is cut short when the Sturm attack his prison compound.
Princess Alessia, a young royal of the Montanblanc Corporation, forced to flee when
her home planet is overrun and her entire family executed. Sephina L’trel, the
leader of an outlaw band who must call on all of her criminal skills to resist the
invasion. And, finally, Admiral Frazer McLennan, the infamous hero of the first war
with the Sturm hundreds of years ago, who hopes to rout his old foes once and for
all—or die trying. These five flawed, reluctant heroes must band together to prevail
against a relentless enemy and near-impossible odds. For if they fail, the future
itself is doomed. “Frenetic action viewed in a black fun-house mirror.”—Kirkus
Reviews
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The Obelisk Gate
'This is a series worth your time' The Quill to Live 'A dashing, compelling and
exciting story, blending magic, assassination, conspiracy and diplomacy . . . I loved
this book' Blue Book Balloon on The Defiant Heir While winter snows keep the
invading armies of the Witch Lord Ruven at bay, Lady Amalia Cornaro and the fire
warlock Zaira attempt to change the fate of mages in the Serene Empire forever.
But on the night of Raverra's great masquerade, Ruven executes a devastating
surprise strike at the heart of the Empire - threatening everything Amalia holds
most dear. To stand a chance of defeating Ruven, Amalia and Zaira must face their
worst nightmares, expose their deepest secrets and unleash Zaira's ravaging fire.
The Unbound Empire is the epic finale to the spellbinding tale of courtly intrigue
and dangerous magic that began with The Tethered Mage and The Defiant Heir.
Praise for the series: 'I couldn't put it down' Genevieve Cogman, author of The
Invisible Library 'I wouldn't hesitate to recommend this series' Girls in Capes 'I
raced through this exquisite debut in three days and adored it' Fantasy Book
Review 'Wonderful characters and intriguing mysteries that kept me eagerly
anticipating what would happen next . . . I can hardly contain my excitement for
the third instalment' Fantasy Book Cafe 'Absolutely recommended' Book
Smugglers Books by Melissa Caruso: Swords and Fire The Tethered Mage The
Defiant Heir The Unbound Empire
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The Defiant Heart
THE BEST RESOURCE AVAILABLE FOR FINDING A LITERARY AGENT No matter what
you're writing--fiction or nonfiction, books for adults or children--you need a literary
agent to get the best book deal possible from a traditional publisher. Guide to
Literary Agents 2016 is your essential resource for finding that literary agent and
getting your book bought by the country's top publishers. Along with listing
information for more than 1,000 literary agents who represent writers and their
books, this new, updated edition of GLA includes: • A one-year subscription to the
literary agents content on WritersMarket.com.* • Secrets to why agents stop
reading your submission. Four literary agents review writers' unpublished first
pages and give honest feedback. The agents examine 10 different first-page
submissions and explain if and when they would stop reading. • "New Agent
Spotlights"--profiles of literary reps actively building their client lists right now. •
Success stories: 13 debut authors explain their paths to publication so you can
learn from their success and see what they did right. • Answers to 19 frequently
asked questions about query letters and submissions. • Informative how-to articles
on synopsis writing, voice and craft, characters, platform and blogging, nonfiction
book proposals, and more. + Includes exclusive access to the webinar "30 Tips for
Getting an Agent" by Elizabeth Kracht of Kimberly Cameron & Associates *Please
note: The e-book version of this title does not include a one-year subscription to
WritersMarket.com. "The first book I ever bought when I began my publishing
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journey was the Guide to Literary Agents. And it's one of the first things I
recommend to any aspiring writer." --Renee Ahdieh, author of The Wrath and the
Dawn (2015), the first of a two-book deal from Penguin/Putnam "I found my literary
agent in Guide to Literary Agents. The GLA was one of the best writing investments
I ever made." --Jessica Lidh, author of debut novel The Number 7 (Merit Press)

The Last Girl
The Defiant Breed is the continued story of four unlikely heroes in an ancient
Ireland that never was. Delve further into the mysteries of this ancient land as you
follow the adventures of our heroes, an alliance between the humans and the last
Elf on earth. Each of them searching for something different, for the humans Kyle
and Vespa, it’s a shaman powerful enough to undo the curse placed upon their
friend Teddy, for the elf Aiden, it’s a way to escape this world and get back to his
own people. Nothing is sacred or safe from them as they are forced to deal with
many unexplainable bizarre events as well as break into monasteries and tombs,
steal from the dead, capture by Dunath’s Children, and for Aiden, a temporary pact
with the one life form he finds lower than the humans, the dwarf Rory. The Defiant
Breed is the follow up to The Dying Breed, the first book in the Breed Trilogy .

The Obsidian Tower
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The first book in a spellbinding fantasy trilogy for fans of The Queen of the Tearling
and The Red Queen, where two young women -- a mage with coveted powers, and
the scion of a powerful family -- are magically bound in service to the Empire.
Magic is scarce in the Raverran Empire, and those born with such powers are
strictly controlled -- taken as children and conscripted into the Falcon army, to be
used as weapons in times of war. Zaira has lived her life on the streets to avoid
this fate, hiding her mage mark and thieving to survive. But hers is a rare and
dangerous magic, one that threatens the entire Empire. Lady Amalia Cornaro was
never meant to be a Falconer. Heiress and scholar, she was born into a
treacherous world of political machinations. But fate has bound the heir and the
mage. And as war looms on the horizon, a single spark could turn their city into a
pyre. The Tethered Mage is the first novel in Caruso's debut series, Swords and
Fire. The Swords and Fire seriesThe Tethered MageThe Defiant HeirThe Unbound
Empire

Defiant Courage
Once, Xhea’s wants were simple: enough to eat, safety in the underground, and
the hit of bright payment to transform her gray-cast world into color. But in the
aftermath of her rescue of the Radiant ghost Shai, she realizes the life she had
known is gone forever. In the two months since her fall from the City, Xhea has
hidden in skyscraper Edren, sheltered and attempting to heal. But soon even she
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must face the troubling truth that she might never walk again. Shai, ever faithful,
has stayed by her side—but the ghost’s very presence has sent untold fortunes
into Edren’s coffers and dangerously unbalanced the Lower City’s political balance.
War is brewing. Beyond Edren’s walls, the other skyscrapers have heard tell of the
Radiant ghost and the power she holds; rumors, too, speak of the girl who sees
ghosts who might be the key to controlling that power. Soon, assassins stalk the
skyscrapers’ darkened corridors while armies gather in the streets. But Shai’s
magic is not the only prize—nor the only power that could change everything. At
last, Xhea begins to learn of her strange dark magic, and why even whispers of its
presence are enough to make the Lower City elite tremble in fear. Together, Xhea
and Shai may have the power to stop a war—or become a weapon great enough to
bring the City to its knees. That is, if the magic doesn't destroy them first.
Skyhorse Publishing, under our Night Shade and Talos imprints, is proud to publish
a broad range of titles for readers interested in science fiction (space opera, time
travel, hard SF, alien invasion, near-future dystopia), fantasy (grimdark, sword and
sorcery, contemporary urban fantasy, steampunk, alternative history), and horror
(zombies, vampires, and the occult and supernatural), and much more. While not
every title we publish becomes a New York Times bestseller, a national bestseller,
or a Hugo or Nebula award-winner, we are committed to publishing quality books
from a diverse group of authors.

Defiant
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"A mysterious worldwide epidemic reduces the birthrate of female infants from 50
percent to less than one percent. Medical science and governments around the
world scramble in an effort to solve the problem, but twenty-five years later there
is no cure, and an entire generation grows up with a population of fewer than a
thousand women"--Page 4 of cover.
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